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7th January 2021 
 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
I am writing to keep you updated on the latest information surrounding the GCSE and A Level summer 
examinations.   
 
Yesterday, Gavin Williamson, the Education Secretary confirmed that GCSE and A Level exams will not go ahead 
this summer. Mr Williamson outlined that grades will be awarded through a form of teacher assessment and 
that the details were currently being worked on by Ofqual and the exams boards. Next week, Ofqual intend to 
launch a consultation on the proposed plans before they are fully agreed over the next few weeks. 
 
It is likely that any teacher assessment will consider a range of evidence taken throughout the examination 
course including the months ahead. As soon as we are given further information we will of course communicate 
this with you. 
 
As mentioned in letters early on this week, the plan over the next few weeks remains the same – all Year 11 
and 13 students will complete the content of their courses to fill any knowledge gaps and this may involve 
further internal assessments as part of their ongoing learning. It is essential that students attend and engage in 
all lessons and submit all work to allow teachers to collect as much evidence as possible as we wait for further 
guidance. 
 
Next week Year 11 students will receive their report for the Autumn Term.   On the report you will see a number 
of grades including ‘Prediction’, ‘Internal Exam’ and ‘Working at Grade’.  It is important to note that these are 
grades that teachers predicted based on the Autumn term and they are not the final teacher assessed grades 
which could be submitted to exams boards.   It is likely that they will be used as part of an evidence base, but 
ongoing assessment could also contribute to any teacher assessment. 
 
It is clear from the information we have received that the DFE, exams boards and schools will work closely 
together to ensure that no student is unfairly disadvantaged or has barriers to the next stages in their education. 
We will continue to update you on any further information we receive over the coming days and weeks. 
 
Can I take this opportunity to thank you for your support over the past week and please do not hesitate to 
contact the school if you have any concerns or questions. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
Mr C Barnett 
Deputy Headteacher 

 
 
 


